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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This paper deals with synthesizing feedback control laws for stable 
regulator problems with infinite dimensional state space. The main 
applications which are presented are to systems described by evolution 
equations in Hilbert space (Sect. 3) and hereditary systems with control 
delays (Sect. 4). Discussion concerning these particular applications will be 
more expansive in the respective sections. For now we give a brief overview 
of the paper. 
In the second section, in addition to setting the notation and back- 
ground theory, the basic representation theorem for the optimal control 
law is proved. This’theorem is derived in an abstract setting and represents 
a transition form of the control law, lying somewhere between open and 
closed loop. This representation is the “infinite-time” analogue of a similar 
result in [ 161 and will serve as the departure point for all of the subsequent 
feedback derivations in the paper. 
In Section 3 evolution systems in Hilbert space are considered. An 
integral representation of the feedback gain (due to Davis Cl]), as well as 
the Riccati synthesis (Gibson [4]) are derived in a relatively direct fashion. 
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These results are not new (and we restrict ourselves to stable systems), but 
our derivations link the two representations in a manner that is not 
apparent from the original articles. In addition, our methods are easily 
extended to time-varying systems over a finite time interval, and although 
details are not presented, the finite-time analogues of the two represen- 
tations can be obtained by arguments similar to those presented in the 
paper. 
In Section 4 new feedback representation theorems are obtained for 
hereditary systems, with and without control delay. (Our control delay for- 
mulation is virtually unconstrained.) The novelty of the approach stems 
from the fact that we exploit the specific structure of delay systems over R" 
and never treat the problem in the standard R" x L, state space. Con- 
sequently, even in the control delay case, we are able to avoid the use of 
unbounded operators (cf. [2, 11, 121). (Again we restrict ourselves to 
stable systems, while Delfour [2] and Ito [12] consider unstable systems 
as well.) When the two main representation theorems of Section 3 are 
restricted to finite dimensional systems, the feedback laws derived for 
hereditary systems become their specific functional counterparts, as 
opposed to their operator counterparts that would result from introducing 
the R" x L, state space formulation. (For example, a functional Riccati 
equation over c”“” is derived for the feedback gain in the non-control 
delay case.) These solutions provide new connections between control laws 
for systems with and without delays, and may also suggest new algorithms 
for their approximation. 
Although the approach we take to these problems relies heavily on 
results from [ 15, 161, and we make liberal use of these references, an effort 
has been made to make the paper self-contained. 
2. NOTATION, BACKGROUND, AND BASIC REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
Let C denote the class of Bore1 subsets of [0, co) and let i denote 
Lebesgue measure. Given two separable Hilbert spaces U and X with 
resolutions of the identity E,(E,): ,Y + B(U)(B(X)), a map TE B(X, U) is 
said to be dominated by A (written T < 1) if there exists a constant u such 
that IE(o) T12 d EL(O) for all o with n(w) < co. Associated with E, and E, 
are the chains of orthoprojectors P; = E,(O, t) and Pi = E,(O, t), and their 
complementary projections P, = I- P' (subscripts are suppressed when the 
context permits.) It is assumed that the chains P;, and P; are strongly con- 
tinuous on [0, co], i.e., if t, -+ t then Pfnx --+ P'x (with the convention that 
p’“x + x when t, --f m). An operator TE B(X, U) is causal if P'TP' = P'T, 
anticausal if P, TP, = P, T, and memoryless if E(w) T = TE(o) for all o E Z. 
The space of memoryless operators in B(X, U) is denoted M(X, U). 
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Given an interval I (possibly infinite) in the real line and a Banach space 
Y, L,(Z, Y), &(I, Y), and L,(Z, Y) will denote the standard Lebesgue 
spaces of measurable Y-valued functions on Z that are respectively 
integrable, norm square integrable, and essentially bounded. We also use 
the notations H2(n, Y), HOO(rr, Y) for the Y-valued Hardy spaces of 
analytic functions in the right half plane (see, for example, [lo], for 
definitions). Although all of the control problems will be formulated over 
real Hilbert spaces, we will often work with the natural complexifications 
of these spaces (when Fourier or Laplace transforms are taken) without 
specifically stating so. 
The basic control problem we consider in this section is 
min .Z(u, x) = 1~41~ + (Qx, x) (2.1) usu 
subject to the constraint 
x=f+Tu. (2.2) 
Here Q E B(X), Q 20, f EX and TE B(U, X) is causal with respect to E, 
and E,. The solution to this problem is easily realized as 
u* = -(I+ T*QT)-’ T*ef: 
However, the objective in this section is to obtain a form for the solution 
which has some “feedback” quality to it-i.e., one that utilizes the fact that 
T is causal. To achieve this goal we must restrict the admissible class of 
input-output maps. 
We remark that the optimization problem (2.1) and (2.2) is an abstrac- 
tion of the standard linear regulator problem, and similar formulations can 
be found in [21-231. In the context of the regulator problem, f represents a
forcing function due to an initial condition. 
Now we digress a bit to define the admissible class and discuss a few of 
its basic properties. (More details can be found in [ 151.) 
Suppose KE B( U, X) and Kc ;1. For any s E [0, co) let KS = P”KP”. In 
[ 151 projections ~6,~ are defined such that 
(i) KS = P:~(K”) + P,,(K”~ 
(ii) p&(K) is causal (anticausal), 
(iii) pi,,(K”) < A. 
Now let 
S= {KEB(U,X): K-CA, limp&(K”)u exists for all u}, 
s 
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and 
S* = {KE B( U, X): K* < A, lim p&,(K*“)x exists for all x}. 
3 
Then we define 
R L/.X = 
i 
KE Sn S*: sup 
I 
= IP,KP’xI*dt< wo, 
/1l=I 0 
sup I r jP,K*P’xl* dt < co . Irl=l 0 i 
(When U= X, we write R, for R,,,.) R,,, is the class of admissible maps 
that we restrict ourselves to in the remainder of the paper. 
In light of the definitions of S and S* and the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem, the projections p& (respectively p:,,) are defined on R,.,. 
(respectively R, “) by taking strong limits, 
p’(K)x=lim p’(K)x. 
5 
The notations p* and [ .] k will be used interchangeably in the sequel. 
The following two causal invertibility theorems will be used extensively. 
THEOREM 2.1. If XE R, is causal (anticausaf), then P”XP” is a quasi- 
nilpotent for each s E [0, 001. 
Proof See [17]. 
THEOREM 2.2. If X E Rx is causal (anticausal) and I + X is invertible in 
B(X), then W = (I + X) ~ ’ - I E Rx and is causal (anticausal). Furthermore, 
(I+psXp”)-‘-I= P”WP”, 
and 
for each s E [0, 00 ). 
Proof See [15]. 
There are two major tools that form the foundation of this paper. The 
first is the following factorization theorem from [lS]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose KE R, and I + K > 0 is invertible. Then there 
exists a unique causal XE R, such that Z+ X is invertible and 
Z+K=(I+X*)(Z+X). 
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The second tool is a “principle of optimality” that loosely speaking 
allows us to reset the starting times and initial conditions in the original 
problem formulation (2.1) and (2.2) in a congruous fashion. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let u* denote the solution to (2.1) and (2.2). Then for 
each t E [0, CC ), 
P,u* = -(I+ P,T*QTP,)-’ P,T*Qf,, 
f, = P, TPV + PJ 
Proof See [16]. 
Now given any set { ti}yxo c [0, co) with t,,=O, t,< ti+ i, Theorem 2.4 
implies that U* has the representation 
u* = - $ E(o;)[Z+ P, T*QTP,] -’ P,, T*Qf,,, 
1=0 
(2.3 1 
where wi = [ti, ti+ ,) for i < N, and oN = [tN, co). Although we have only 
the rudiments of a dynamical system-a notion of time and causality via 
the resolutions of the identity E, and Erft can be regarded as a kind of 
abstract state. (It can be related to the free response of a system excited by 
an initial condition and input u* terminating at “time” t.) The goal of this 
section is to determine the continuous form of (2.3), and thus provide a 
form of the control law that is a transition form between open and closed 
loop. 
In order to take limits in (2.3) we need the following mapping. Suppose 
KE B(X, U) and K < 1. Then we can define the map F(K) E 
B(L,((O, co), X), U) by its action on simple functions in L2( (0, co), X), 
F(K)x = c E(q) Kxi, x = 1 X(Oi) xi (2.4) 
(x(w) = characteristic function). It is readily verified that F(K) E 
M(L,((O, co), X), V) with respect to the truncation resolution of the 
identity E on L2((0, co), X)[E(o) x](t) = ,y(o)(t)x(t). (The operator F( .) 
is an outgrowth of the projection integral [7] and is thus very much 
related to the factorization (Theorem 2.3) and the projections p’ (cf. 
C171).) 
Before moving on to the basic result of this section, we note the 
following two properties of F( .). The first property concerns its evaluation 
in a specific setting. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let H, and H, denote real separable Hilbert spaces 
and let U= L2((0, co), H,), X= L2((0, oo), H,). Suppose KEB(X, U) is 
defined 
K(t - s)x(s) ds, 
where K( .) is strongly measurable (i.e., K(t)x is measurable) and 
IK(.)l EL,(-m, oo)nL,(-oo, co). Then zf E, and E are the truncation 
resolutions of the identity on U and L2((0, a)), X) (i.e., [E(o)u](t)= 
x(o)(t)dt), E= E, or El, 
F(K)x: t+j= K(t-s)x(t)(s)ds, x(.)eL*((O, a),X). 
0 
Proof See [14]. 
This evaluation is the link between the basic representation theorem 
(Theorem 2.7) and all of the applications in Sections 3 and 4. A useful 
technical lemma that will be used frequently is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose K E R, t, is anticausal. Define the mapping 
P- E B(L,((O, 001, Jo), 
P-x: t + (I- Pi)x(t), x( ) E L2((0, 30 1, m. 
Then F(K)x = F(K) P-x. 
Proof See [14]. 
The factorization (Theorem 2.3), the principle of optimality (Theorem 
2.4), and the operator F( .) defined above come together in the basic 
representation theorem below. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose T in (2.2) is causal. Further assume that TE R,:, y 
and 
s 
no ]P,fj2dt<& 
0 
Then the optimal control u* for (2.1) and (2.2) has the representation 
u* = -F((I+ W*) T*Q)z(.), (2.5) 
’ In the context of the regulator problem, this condition is satislied if the open loop plant is 
asymptotically stable. 
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where z(t) = P, TPV + P,f and WE R, is causal and satisfies 
(I+ T*QT)-’ = (I+ W)(Z+ W*) (2.6) 
with I + W invertible. 
Proof: First note that T*QTLO and that T*QTE R,. Thus Theorem 
2.3 implies the factorization 
I+ T*QT= (I+ X*)(Z+ X) 
with XE R, causal and I+ X invertible. The factorization (2.6) follows by 
taking inverses above (using Theorem 2.2). Next note that our assumptions 
imply that z( .) E L,((O, co), X) so that the right side of (2.5) (call it v) is in 
U. We will show that P’v = P’u* for all t E [0, co). 
Using the representation (2.3) we obtain (assuming without loss of 
generality that t 5 fN) 
P’u* = - f P’E(o,)[Z+ P,,T*QTPJ’ P,,T*Qz(t,) 
i=O 
The factorization (2.6) and Theorem 2.2 applied to the above yields 
P’u* = - 2 P’E(o,)(Z+ P,, W*P,) P,,T*Qz(t,) 
i=O 
- igo P'E(ai) W(z+ P,W*P,) Pt T*Qz(ti). 
Since W, W* < ,I, we can argue as in [ 161 to show that the second sum 
above is bounded by c . maxi ti+ 1 - t,J, where the constant c depends only 
on t. Then using the anticausality of W* and T*, 
P’u* + f P’E(w,)(Z+ W*) T*Qz(ti) 5 c .maxlt,+, - til. 
i=o 
On the other hand since I’( .) is memoryless, 
P’v = -f’((Z+ W*) T*Q) z’(.); zys) = 4s) 
sst 
0 s> t. 
And as it is easily verified that z’( .) is continuous on [O, t] (from the 
strong continuity of P’), we can also approximate P’u arbitrarily close by 
sums of the form 
1 P’E(q)(Z+ W*) T*Qz(tJ 
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by approximating z’ with the step function z:(s) = z(ti), s E [t;, li+ ,) and 
using the definition of F( .) (cf. (2.4)). By letting the mesh of the partitions 
tend to zero we obtain P’v = P’u*. And since P’ -+ I strongly, equality 
holds in (2.5). 1 
3. EVOLUTION DYNAMICS 
Let H, and H, denote real separable Hilbert spaces. The system 
dynamics in this section are defined 
X(l)=S(f)XO+~rS(f--(i)B#(cqd~, (3.1) 
0 
where .x0 E H,, S( . ) is a Co-semigroup on H, satisfying the bound 
IS(t)l~ae~” for some cc, y>O, BeB(H1, H,) and u(.)E&((O, co), H,). 
The cost functional here is 
J(u, x) = j-= { (x(f), QxW>,, + IWIZH, 1 dt 
0 
(3.2) 
with Q 2 0, Q E B(H,). 
In this setting we take U=L,((O, co), H,), X=L,((O, a), H,), 
.f = S( . ) x0 and TE B( U, X) as the integral operator defined in (3.1) 
f 
I 
Tu: t+ S( t - c) Bu(a) da. 
0 
The obvious identifications are made for ( .,. )X and ( .,. )v, and the 
resolutions of the identity E, and E, are simply defined by multiplication 
by the characteristic function, i.e., [E(o) z](t) = ~(o)(t)z(t), for any Bore1 
subset o c [0, 00). 
It follows from the exponential stability of S( .) and [ 15, Ex. 2.51 that 
7-e R,,,,. Also note that 
fcu IP,f.12=jz j-=’ IS(o)xo12dadr 
0 0 I 
5 u’/4y2. 
Thus Theorem 2.7 applies and we can express the optimal control U* as 
u* = -F(Z+ W*) T*Q)z(.). (3.3) 
From this basic representation we will derive two somewhat distinct 
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forms of the optimal feedback gain for (3.1) and (3.2). The first form we 
derive is an integral representation due to Davis [ 11. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H, be finite dimensional. Then the optimal control u* 
for (3.1) and (3.2) has the feedback form 
u* = -Kx* 
where x* denotes the optimal trajectory and KG B( H,, H, ) denotes the 
optimal gain. Furthermore, K has the representation 
Kx = JOm B*S*(q) QS(q) x dq + Jbm .T,z W*(a) B*S*(v - a) QS(r/) x ds dq, 
where W( .) satisfies the Wiener-Hopf equation 
W(t)+jm K(t-s) W(s)=K(t); tzo 
0 
with 
K(t) = 
St” B*S*(a - t) QS(o) B da, tzo 
K*(-t) t < 0. 
Proof First observe that z( .) in (3.3) has the explicit representation 
z(t): u + 
0 a<t 
S(a) xo + s:, S(o - rl) Bu*(rl) 4 ozt 
i 
0 a<t 
= S(o-t)CS(t)x,+I;,S(t-q)Bu*(q)dq] alt 
0 u<t 
= S(a - t) x*(t) azt’ 
Thus we can write (noting Proposition 2.6) 
u* = -F((I+ W*) T*Q) CIX*( .), 
where CIEM(X, L,((O, CO), X)) is defined 
[ox](t): u + 
1 
O 
a<t 
S(a - t) x(t) 02 t. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Now it is just a matter to unravel F((I+ W*) T*Q) using Proposition 
2.5. By linearity of F( .), 
F((Z+ W*) T*Q) = F(T*Q) + F( W*T*Q). (3.6) 
Now fix x E X. Proposition 2.5 together with the definition of .j in (3.5) 
yields 
F( T*Q) CJX: t -+ I cc B*S*(a-t)QS(o-t)x(t)da , 
=.I 
cc 
B*S*(a) QS(a)x(t) do. (3.7) 
0 
Next, since H, is finite dimensional, it follows that T*T is representable 
as an integral operator with matrix kernel K( t -3) with K( .) defined as in 
the statement of the theorem. Since IK( .)I E L,(O, co) n &(O, cc) it follows 
from the Wiener-Hopf theory [6] that the operator W* can be represented 
w*x: t -+ I 5 W*(a - t)x(a) da, I 
where 1 W( .)I E L,(O, co) n L,(O, co) and W( .) satisfies the Wiener-Hopf 
equation 
W(t)+j= K(t-s)W(s)ds=K(t); t 2 0. 
0 
Upon forming the composition W*T*Q and again using Proposition 2.5 
and (3.5) we obtain 
F( W*T*Q)dx: t -+ i,^: 6 W*(a)B*S*(q-a)QS(q)x(t)dsdrj. (3.8) 
The result follows by substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.6) and noting 
(3.4). I 
Davis’ result in the stable case follows by taking transforms in the 
representation above. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A denote the infinitesimal generator of S(. ). Then 
.for each x E H,, 
Kx=-l m 2n: jp (I+ @‘*(i;i)) B*(iA + A*)-’ Q(i& A)--’ x di, 
cc 
where I&* denotes the Laplace transform of W*( ). 
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ProoJ: Let y E Hr. The theorem implies 
(Kx,~)=j~~ (B*S*(rl)Qs(s)x, y)drl 
+ Iam 1; ( w*(a) B*S*(v - 0) Qs(v) -G Y>do 4 
= s O" (QS(rlb, S(v) BY > 4 0 
From the Parseval formula we obtain 
(Kx, y)= -&{I; (B*(il+A*)-’ Q(iA-A)-‘x, y) dA 
cc 
+[Im (lf’*(iA)B*(i~+A*)~‘Q(iA-A)-lx, y)di.). 
Using the finite dimensionality of I-Z, together with the exponential 
stability of S( .) it follows that IB*(iA+A*)-‘1 lQ(il-A)-‘x( is 
integrable. Then since I&‘* is uniformly bounded, the desired representation 
holds. 1 
Davis’ arguments are quite different, and he is able to accommodate 
finite dimensional unstable subspaces in the problem formulation. Our 
approach is not directly amenable to this problem. However, our 
arguments do extend to finite time problems, and problem formulations 
containing control delays and infinite dimensional input spaces. We will 
not pursue the finite time problem here, and the applications to control 
delay systems are deferred to the next section, Now, for completeness we 
will remove the restriction that H, is finite dimensional. The argument 
relies on the proposition below. (We retain the notation of the previous 
corollary.) 
PROFQSITION 3.3. Without requiring H, to be finite dimensional, there 
exists unique I@( .) E HOO(n, B(H,)) such that I + F@( .) is invertible in 
Hm(z, B(H,)), @(.)u~ H*(TT, H,) for each UE H,, and the identity 
[Z- B*(iJ. + A*)-’ Q(iA - A)-’ B]-’ = (I+ l&‘(iA))(Z+ 6’*(U)),* 
Z The Popov function I-B*(U+A*)-’ Q(u- A)-‘B plays a fundamental role in the 
analysis of the linear-quadratic ontrol problem [ 18, 221. 
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holds ji)r all 1 E R. Furthermore, there exists K, E B( Hz, H, ) such that 
I+ If’(z)= (I+ K,(zZ-A)-’ B)-‘, Re(z) 2 0. 
Proof: Reference [ 10, Theorem 2.01 shows that 
I+ T*QT= (I+ X*)(Z+ A’), 
where 
s 
f 
xu: + K,S(t-a) Bu(a)da (3.9) 
0 
for some K. E B(H,, H,). Taking (Laplace) transforms the factorization 
above implies 
I- B*(iA+A*)-’ Q(ii-A)-’ B=(Z+R*(i,I))(Z+R(iA)), 2 E R, 
(3.10) 
where 8( il.) = Ko( iA- A) ~ ’ B. Since the left side above is invertible, it 
follows after defining 
l&A)= [Z- B*(iA+A*)-‘Q(iLA)-’ B]-’ (Z+f*(iA))-I, 
that 
(I+ bV(iA))(Z+ J?(iA)) = Z, i E R. (3.11) 
Note also that f@ is continuous and uniformly bounded on the imaginary 
axis. 
Since I+ X is invertible on U (cf. Theorem 2.3), the Paley-Wiener 
theorem and (3.11) imply that W(U) I;(U) is the boundary value function 
of some d( .)E H*(n, H,) for each ti( .)~H*(rc, H,). Thus it follows that I@ 
can be extended to ZF(n, B(H,)). 
To prove invertibility of I+ l&‘(z) (Re(z) 10) first define the mapping W 
on L,((O, co), H,) by the transform relationship 
Wu(U) = @U)u(U). 
Since Z + X is invertible, it follows from (3.11) and the definition of W that 
I+ w= (I+ x)-l. Now suppose for some Aoe R and UE H,, that 
(I+ f@(iA,))u=O. Using the continuity of f%‘( .) we can then find a 
sequence {an} c H*(n) such that 
lim I Ix: [(I+ ~(iA))~,(i~)u~~d~=O, n--rnr -1 
284 
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s ,a2 Ia,(u)l* dA = 1, -02 
or equivalently a sequence {u,} c U with Iu,[ = 1 such that 
((I+ W) u,J + 0. But this contradicts the invertibility of I+ W. Hence, 
Z + ?@(U) is invertible for each 1 E R and 
(I+ Fv(U))(Z+ 8(U)) = (I+ &q)(z+ rn(il)) = z, 1 E R. (3.12) 
Then noting the 8 extends to the right half plane by J?(z) = 
K,,(zZ-A)-’ B, it follows that (3.13) also extends to the right half plane. 
Now given u E H,, 
FP(U)u= -(I+ lqU))k(i~)u 
= -(I+ @iA))K,(ii-A)-‘Bu. 
But (ill--A)-’ BuEH~(x, H,). Thus since I@( .)E H”‘(z, H,), it follows 
that @(.)uE H2(q H,). 
To prove uniqueness, let I$‘, denote another solution and let 
R,(z) = (I+ @r(z))-’ -I, Re(z) 2 0. Then letting A = 8- 8,) we find that 
A(Z+ I&‘)= -(Z+R:)A*. 
Thus there exists KE B(H,) such that A(Z+ W) = K. Consequently, 
if,=f-K(Z+@. 
Now since I$‘,( .)UE H2(q H,) implies 8,( .)UE H’(tr, H,), it follows from 
the equality above that KUE H2(z, Hi), UE H,. Hence, K=O. Then from 
the invertibility of I+ W, we obtain W= ml. 1 
The extension of Corollary 3.2 to infinite dimensional input spaces is 
now proved. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let W be defined as in the proposition above. The 
optimal gain KE B(H,, H,) for (3.1) and (3.2) has the representation 
(Kx,y)= -$-j‘y ((Z+a*(il))B*(iA+A*)-‘Q(iA-A)-‘x,y)dA, 
03 
(3.13) 
for each XE H,, ye H,. 
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Proof: Let the maps T, X, and W be defined as before (without any 
restrictions on H, ) and let { PN) denote a sequence of orthoprojectors in 
B(H,) converging strongly to the identity. Now define the sequence of 
operators { T,} c B( U, X) by 
s f T,u: t + S(t - a) BP,+(a) do n 
and let {X,} denote the associated sequence of causal factors in the 
factorization 
I+ T;QT,,,= (I+ X;)(I+ A’,). 
Reference [ 15, Theorem 4.41 shows there exists a sequence {kN} c 
B(H,, P,H,) such that 
i 
’ e 
x,u: t + K,S(t - a) BP,+(o) do. 
0 
Now since T~QT,,,EB(ZJ(O, co), PNH,)), the operators X, and W,= 
(I+ X,) ~’ -I can be identified with convolution integral operators with 
integrable matrix kernels. Let R,(u) and I@‘,(U), A E R, denote the 
Laplace transforms of these kernels. Then for z E H, , 
I [ l@,(U))- bV(U)] z( 5 II+ G-,(U)l 1 [B,(ilr) -2(iA)] FV(U)zl. (3.14) 
In [5] it is shown that RN converges trongly, say to the operator K,, and 
that X has the representation 
Xu:t-+ ’ s K,S(t - a) h(o) da. 0 
Thus, X, -+ X strongly, W, + W strongly, and X,(U) + X(iA) strongly 
for each 1 E R. Since W, + W strongly, the Banach Steinhaus theorem 
implies sup,,,) @‘,JU)l < co. These considerations imply by (3.14) that 
qN(U) + W(U) strongly for each 1. 
Corollary 3.2 shows that the optimal gain K, for the control problem 
with T, replacing T is 
(K,x, y)= -&J” ((I+ @z(U)) P,B*(iA+A*) -’ 
m 
xQ(iA-A)-‘x, y) dA. (3.15) 
409il34.2.3 
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And K, is also defined by (3.4) as 
K,=F((Z+ W;) T;Q) 6. 
Similarly, 
K=F((Z+ W*) T*Q) ii. 
It can be shown [ 151 that K, -+ K strongly. Thus the left side of (3.15) 
converges to (Kx, y) and we can write 
(Kx, y)= lim -& 
N-rcc 
1 (Q(iA-A)-‘x, (iA--A)-‘BP,y) dil co 
+I” --oo (Q(il-A)plx, (i~-A)~‘BP,l@‘N(i~) y) dl (3.16) 
Now the Plancherel theorem implies 
&j: (Q(iA-A)-‘x, (L-A)-‘EP,y) dA 
co 
= 
I 
O” (QS(r)x, S(t) BP,y) dt. 
0 
Then using dominated convergence and the Plancherel theorem again 
yields 
lim s m (Q(il-A)-’ x, (il-A)pl BP,y) dl, N-m --co 
= s Trn (Q(iA-A)-’ x, (iA - A)-’ By) dA. (3.17) 
To show convergence of the second integral in (3.16) we write 
tiN(i;l) y = -J?,(U) y - kVN(U) R,(iA.) y 
= - (I+ eN(iA)) K,(i,l- A)-’ BP, y 
to deduce that eIN( .) y + l@( .) y in H*(rr, Hi). Thus identifying the 
integrals below with inner-products in H*(rr, H2) we have 
lim s m (Q(iLA)-’ x, (ilLA)-’ BP,mN(iA) y)dA N-cc --m 
= s ym <Q(iA-A)- ’ x, (iA - A)-’ B@(il) y) dA. 
Using this and (3.17) in (3.16) proves the result. 1 
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We will revisit integral representations for the optimal gains in the next 
section. As a final remark we note that it can be shown that the map K, in 
(3.9) can actually be chosen to be the optimal gain K. (This will be proved 
in the course of Theorem 3.7.) 
Next we will show how the representation (3.3) leads to the Riccati for- 
mulation for the optimal gain. The derivation of this form of the solution is 
facilitated by use of the “generalized” factorization (Proposition 3.6), which 
in turn requires the following causal invertibility lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let TE R,, ,, be causal (anticausal) and suppose D, E 
M( Y, U) and D, E M( U, X). Let D = D,D,. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) I+ D, TDz is causally (anticausally) invertible. 
(ii) I+ TD is causally (anticausally) invertible. 
(iii) I+ DT is causally (anticausally) invertible. 
Proof: (i)* (ii). Let YE Y, t E [0, co) and let x(t) satisfy 
x(t) + P’TDP’x( t) = y. 
(Note that I+ P’TDP’ is invertible for each t by Theorem 2.1.) Now let 
x*(t) solve 
x,(t) + P’D, TD,P’x,(t) = D, y. 
By uniqueness, x,(t)=D,x(l). And since x,(t)=(Z+P’D,TD,P’)‘D,y, 
we have suplx,(t)l 5 kl yl for some k independent of y (cf. [ 15, Prop. 3.11). 
Therefore, suplD,x(t)l 5 kl yl. Hence, 
sup I(I+ P’TDP’))’ yl =sup (x(t)1 
I 
5 151 +sup (P’TDP’x(t)l 
5 IyJ +sup IP’TD,P’x,(t)l 
5 Cl +klTD,Il IYI. 
This bound is sufficient to guarantee the causal (anticausal) invertibility of 
I+ TD (cf. [3]). 
(iii)+(i). Fix UE U and let x(t)= (I+ P’D, TD,P’) -‘u. Then 
D2x(t) + P’DTP’D,x(t) = D,u, 
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and 
D*x(t)=(Z+P’DTP’)-‘D*U. 
Hence, suplD,x(t)l sklul for some k>O (again by [15, Theorem 2.201). 
Therefore, 
sup j(z+ P’D, 27&P’)-’ yl = sup Ix(t)/ 
s IYI + SUPIP’D, TP’I I4x(t)l 
5 t-1 +W, Tll I.4 
And again [3] implies (I+ D, TD,) is invertible. 
(i) 3 (iii). Z+ D, TD, is invertible if and only if I+ D**T*D,* is inver- 
tible. Next note that D1* and D,* are both memoryless, and that the proof 
of the result (i) * (ii) is valid whether T is causal or anticausal. Hence, 
I+ T*D,*D,* is invertible. Consequently I+ DT is invertible. 
(ii)*(i) If I+ TD is invertible, so is I+ D*T*. Thus since (iii)*(i), 
I+ D,*T*D,* is invertible. Hence, I+ D, TD, is also invertible. 1 
The result we prove below is an extension of Theorem 2.3. The proof of 
this result is essentially algebraic and we will omit some of the details. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose SE R, is causal and BE M( U, X). Then there 
exists a unique causal ZE R, such that I+ BB*Z is invertible and satisJies 
Z + Z* + .Z*BB*Z = SS. (3.18) 
ProoJ Theorem 2.3 yields the factorization 
I+ B*S*SB= (I+ X*)(Z+ X) 
with XE R, causal, and I+ X invertible. Define 2, 
2 = B* [S*S] + + [ W*B*S*S] + ; W=(Z+X)-l-z, 
and note that 
zB= [(I+ W*) B*S*SB]+ =X. 
By the lemma (I+ BT) is invertible (since I+ X is). Thus we can define the 
map ZE R,, 
Z= [S*S] + - ((I+ z*B*)-’ p*B*S*S} +. 
Observing that B*(Z+ p*B*)-’ 2* = - W*, we obtain the identity 
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B*Z= 2. (Note that this identity implies invertibility of I+ BB*Z.) From 
this it follows 
z= {(I+Z*BB*)-I S*S>,.. (3.19) 
Then using the fact that 
Rx= P+(R,)OP (Rx) (3.20) 
(cf. [ 15, Prop. 2.3]), the identity 
[{(Z+Z*BB*)P1 -I} S*S]+ = - [Z*BB*Z], 
is readily verified. Combining this with (3.19) results in 
Z= [S*S] + - [Z*BB*Z] +. (3.21) 
Taking adjoints above and using [p’(K)]* = p (K*) yields 
Z* = [S*S] - [Z*BB*Z] (3.22) 
Adding (3.21) and (3.22) and noting (3.20) produces the required 
factorization. 
To prove uniqueness let Z, and Z, be two causal solutions of (3.18) and 
let A denote their difference. Then we obtain 
(Z+Z:BB*)A+A*(Z+BB*Z,)=O. 
Noting that B*Z,B= X, i= 1, 2 (uniqueness in Theorem 2.3) the lemma 
implies Z+ BB*Z; is causally invertible. Thus 
A(Z+ BB*ZJ’ = - (Z+Z: BB*)-’ A*. 
From (3.20) it follows that A(Z+ BB*Z,) ’ = 0. Hence, Z, = Z,. 1 
This factorization result will now be used to obtain the Riccati synthesis 
of the optimal control. It will briefly reappear in the following section on 
hereditary systems. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup 
S( .) in (3.1). Then there exists KE B(H,, H, ) such that the optimal control 
u* has the feedback form 
u*= -Kx* 
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where x* denotes the optimal trajectory. Furthermore K= B*P, where 
P E B( Hz) is a self-adjoint solution to the Riccati equation 
PA+A*P-PBB*P+Q=O, (3.23) 
such that P maps D(A) into D(A*), and PA + A*P is extendible to a boun- 
ded map on H,. 
Proof Define the mapping SE B(X), 
Sx:t-+ f 
s 
S(t - 0)x(a) da. 
0 
(3.24) 
Proposition 3.6 yields a unique factorization of the form 
Z + Z* + Z*BB*Z = S*QS (3.25) 
with I+ BB*Z invertible. Noting that T= SB, it follows that X= B*ZB. 
Now (3.25) implies 
Z=(Z+Z*BB*)-’ [S*QS-Z*], (3.26) 
and consequently 
B*Z=(I+X*)-‘B*S*QS-(1+X*)-‘Z*. (3.27) 
Next we apply the projection p+ to the above. In [ 151 it is shown that if 
BE R, is anticausal and D E R, is causal, then 
P+@) = F(B) h(D), 
where h(D)e B(X, L,((O, co)X)), h(D)x: t + P,DP’x. Thus, 
B*Z= F((Z+ W*)T*Q)h(S). 
But 
[h(S)x](t): o + ’ 
o<t 
I:, S(a - v)x(rl) 4 azt 
1 0 a<t = S(-t)&W-Mv)dv 0 2 t. 
Consequently, h(S) = AS, where ri is defined as in (3.5). Furthermore, we 
have 
B*Z = F((I+ W*) T*Q) AS. 
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But (3.4) shows that F((Z+ IV*) T*Q)ti=K, where REM(X, U) is the 
optimal gain operator. In [ 151 it is verified that R has the representation 
[Kx](t)=Kx(t) for some KEB(H~, H,). Therefore B*Z is an integral 
operator with kernel KS( t - a). 
We can argue in a similar manner on (3.26) to obtain the representation 
Z=F((Z+Z*BB*)- ’ S*Q) AS. 
Since F( ) and ri are both memoryless, so is their composition. Therefore 
there exists a strongly measurable essentially bounded B( H,)-valued 
function P( .) such that for each x E X, 
F((Z+ Z*BB*)-’ S*Q) CJX: I -+ P(t)x(t) 
(cf. [ 141). Thus Z is an integral operator with kernel P( t)S( t - a). And 
since B*Z has kernel KS(t-CT), the strong continuity of S( .) at zero 
implies that B*P( t) = K a.e. 
Now writing B for the operator defined by multiplication by P( ), the 
factorization (3.25) can be expressed 
PS= S*[Q- P*BB*P] S- S*P*. (3.28) 
Then for each x E H,, 
P( t)x = 
J‘ 
x S*(CJ - t){ Q - P*(c) BB*P(o)} S(a - t) x da, a.e.t. 
f 
But B*P(a) is constant a.e., and so it follows that P( .) is constant and 
satisfies the integral Riccati equation 
Px= 
c 
7: S*(a){ Q - P*BB*P} S(a) x da, XE H,. 
0 
Note that this expression implies that P = P*. 
To derive the algebraic Riccati equation for P, we first take transforms in 
(3.28) to obtain 
P(il-A)-‘= -(iA+A*)-1 {Q-P*BB*P}(~~.-A)-~+(~~+A*)~‘P*. 
The range of the right side above is contained in D(A*). Thus 
P: D(A) -D(A*). So multiplying by (iA+A*) we have 
(iA+A*)P(il-A)pl=P*-{Q-P*BB*P}(iA-A)p’. 
Then for each z E D(A), 
(iA+A*) Pz=P*(iA-A)z- {Q-P*BB*P}z. 
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And since P = P*, (3.23) holds for each z E D(A). But since D(A) is dense 
and Q - PBB*P is bounded,.PA + A*P extends to a bounded map and the 
theorem is proved. 1 
The proof of the theorem actually demonstrates a deeper connection 
between the causal factor X in the factorization 
I+ T*QT= (I+ X*)(Z+ X) 
and the optimal gain K = B*P then is evidenced in Theorem 2.7. We can 
assert that there is a unique self-adjoint solution P to (3.23) such that 
P: D(A) + D(A*) and X has the representation 
Xu: t-, ‘B*PS(t-a) Bu(a)da. 
s 0 
(3.29) 
For if we assume the existence of another solution, say P,, leading to the 
representation above, we can reverse the argument in the theorem to 
obtain (3.28) with P, replacing is. Defining 2, = P, S, we then have Zr 
satisfying (3.25). Since I+ X is invertible, Lemma 3.5 implies I+ BB*P, S is 
invertible. By uniqueness in Proposition 3.6 we then have 2, = Z. But using 
the continuity of S( .) at zero, it follows that PI = P. Or to put it another 
way, there exists a unique self-adjoint solution to (3.23) such that 
P:D(A)+D(A*) 
Z-B*(d+A*)-‘Q(il-A)-’ B=(Z-B*(~~+A*)~~~B) 
x (I+ B*P(iL- A)-’ B), LER 
and I+ B*P(z - A)-’ c B is invertible in Hm(rr, B(H,)). 
The same formalism, i.e., the representation of the optimal control in 
Theorem 2.7 and arguments involving the factorization of Proposition 3.6, 
can be used with minor modifications to obtain the Riccati synthesis of the 
feedback control law for time varying systems over a finite-time interval as 
well. By taking limits in a sequence of finite time problems it can be shown 
that the unique solution P such that (3.29) holds is positive definite. 
Gibson [4] shows that (3.23) has only one positive definite solution with 
P: D(A) -+ D(A*). He further obtains conditions that relax the exponential 
stability hypothesis. Other connections between factorization (not 
necessarily spectral factorization) and Riccati equations can be found in 
[9, 18, 141. 
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4. HEREDITARY SYSTEMS 
Next we shall develop the feedback form for the stable time-invariant 
regulator for RFDE’s with control delay. Although the main theorem in 
this section is an integral representation of the optimal gain, there are fun- 
damental distinctions in our approach to the hereditary control problem 
that distinguish this integral representation from the result in Corollary 3.2. 
These distinctions will be discussed shortly. The set-up is as follows. 
We take U=L,((O, co), R”), X=L,((O, co), R”) and again define the 
resolutions of the identity E, and E, by multiplication by the charac- 
teristic function, i.e., [E(o)z](t)=~(o)(t)z(t), ZE 17 or X, for any Bore1 
subset o of [0, co). The control problem is to minimize the cost 
4~ ~,=j-~ (x(t), Qx(f,> + lu(t)l* dr (4.1 ) 
0 
subject to the constraint 
.t = L(x,) + Bu, rz0 
x(t) = 4(f), rE[-r,O]. 
(4.2) 
Here Q E C( [ -r, 01, R”), x E X, u E U, Q is a nonnegative definite matrix, 
and x, denotes the translate, x, = x(t + 0) 0 E [ -r, 01. The operator B is a 
bounded causal map from U into X. L is a bounded map from 
C( [ -r, 01, R”) into R", and hence is representable as a Stieltjes integral 
Lb,) = j” 4(04~ + w, -r 
where q is a normalized matrix function of bounded variation, ~(0) = 0 for 
13 ~0, ~(0) = q( -r), 05 Y. We shall assume that (4.2) is stable, i.e., the 
c n x ’ matrix valued function d(z), 
d(z)=;&Jo e’“dtj(e), ZEC, 
I 
has nonvanishing determinant in the (closed) right half plane [S]. Letting 
Y( .) denote the fundamental matrix solution to (4.2), i.e., the solution to 
the homogeneous equation (4.2) with initial condition 
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A ~ ‘(z) is the Laplace transform of Y( . ). The stability condition is then also 
equivalent to 
1 Y(t)] 5 cleeyf 
for some ~1, y> 0. (All of these facts can be found in Hale [8].) 
The usual strategy for attacking this control problem is to express it as 
an equivalent regulator problem with state space R" x L,( [ -r, 01, R"). 
The presence of delay terms in the map B presents a number of com- 
plications in this formulation. Principally, the input to state map is no 
longer bounded in general. The existing approximation theory for 
hereditary control problems without control delay relies heavily on the 
finite dimensionality of the input space and the boundedness of the 
corresponding input to state map. Thus the convergence analyses presented 
in [S, 131 do not extend well to the Riccati based solutions of [2, 121. Our 
approach eschews the R" x L2 evolution equation formulation in favor of 
direct representation of solutions to (4.2) using the fundamental matrix 
Y( .). It will be seen below that this approach circumvents the difficulties 
introduced by the delays in the map B. 
We impose the following additional assumptions on the map B: 
Hl. There exists an Hoo(rc, Cflx”) function fi such that 
for any u E U. (Here 1 denotes the Fourier transform.) 
H2. Let Y denote the Volterra integral operator on X with con- 
volution kernel Y( t - s), 
Yx:t+ r s Y( t - s)x(s) ds. 0 
We assume that Yfi is the Fourier transform of a function 
V(.)E L,((O, oo), CUx”) and also 
IP, l’BP’ul* dr < co. 
IUI = 1 
H3. There exists r’ 10 such that 
P,BP’=P,BE(t-r’,t) 
for all t 2 0. (By convention t - r’ = 0 if r’ > t.) 
(4.3) 
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A couple of brief comments regarding these hypotheses are in order 
before we continue. Hl states that B is a bounded, causal, time-invariant 
operator. H2 is the minimal set of hypotheses we must impose on the com- 
position YB to use the theory from Section 2. (The Paley-Wiener theorem 
forces I’( .)EL,((O, co), rYxm). Thus (4.3) together with [15] implies 
YBE R,,. ) The final hypothesis sets the length of the delay and is 
somewhat superfluous in that Y’ = co is also admissible. 
For an example of some generality satisfying HlLH3, take any matrix 
function j(. ) of bounded variation on [0, r’] and define B by 
B(z) = j epze d/l(e), Re( z) 2 0. 
CO,r’J 
It is straightforward to verify that BE H%(n, c” ““), so that Hl is satisfied. 
Next define V( . ) by the convolution 
w=f Y( t - s) dj(s). 
CO,r’J 
It follows that P= ffi. Also the bound 
1 V(t)1 5 ue-‘(‘-“) var /? 
obtains. Hence YB is an integral operator with convolution kernel V(t - s). 
Reference [ 15, Ex.2.51 shows that YB satisfies (4.3), and thus H2 is 
satisfied. The delay in the operator B in this example can be taken to be r’ 
by noting that B is defined 
Bu: t-+ s dB(e)u(t - 0) 
for u in the dense subspace C( (0, cc ), R”) n U. 
Now define the operator TE B( U, X) by T = YB and rewrite (4.2) using 
the variation of constants formula [8] as 
x=f+Tu, (4.4) 
where 
Since f( .) is the solution to the stable homogeneous equation (4.2), If( .)I 
decays exponentially. This observation together with H2 implies that (4.4) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7. 
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THEOREM 4.1. There exists a function P( .) E I,,(( - 00, co), Rflx”) n 
L2(( - co, co), R”‘“) n C,(( - 00, co) Rmx”) such that the optimal control u* 
has the feedback representation 
u*(t)= -P(0)x*(t)-]‘+rP(t-.){l’ dus(p.)x*(~)}d~ 
I t-r 
- 
f 
’ t&t - a)u*(a) dcr. 
I ~ I’ 
Here x*( .) denotes the optimal trajectory and $( .) E L,(( - cc, co), R” x “) 
is defined via the transform relationship I,$ =&B, where P-(t) = 
x( - co, O)(t) P( t). Furthermore, 
p(t)=$-f: (I+ fi*(il))B*(iA)Qd*-‘(il)e”‘d& 
00 
where I$‘( U) satisfies the spectral factorization 
(I+ B*(il) d~‘*(iA)B(iA))-’ = (I+ W(iA))(Z+ W*(U)). 
Proof: We again begin with the representation of Theorem 2.7, 
u* = -F((Z+ W*) T*Q)z( e), 
where W = (I + X) - ’ and X is the causal factor in 
I+ T*QT= (I+ X*)(Z+ X) 
Since T*QT is representable as an integral operator with 
L,((-co, co), Rmxm)nL,((-co, co), RmX”) convolution kernel, the 
operator W* has the representation 
w*u: t +s Oc W*(s - t)u(s) ds t 
with W*(.)eL,((--co, co), Rmxm)nL,((-co, co), Rmx”). 
Now we compute the L,(( - co, co), R”)-valued function z(t) = 
P, TPV + P,f: For cr 2 t, 
z(t): 0 + Y(a) i(O) + j" 
-r 
dp { j; Y(o - a)vr(B - a) da} 4(B) 
+ j” Y(a - s)(BP’u*)(s) ds. 
0 
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Since B is causal, BP’ = P’B + P, BP’. And using H3, 
BP’ = P’B + P, BE( t - r’, t). 
Therefore. 
z(t): 0 + Y(aM(O) +j-” -i- d, (6 Y(o - a)rl(fl- Co da} d/3) 
+ j’ Y(a-s)(Bu*)(s)d~+~~ Y(o-s)[BE(t-r’, t)u*](s) ds. 
0 I 
Let r(s) = x[O, t](s)(Bu*)(s) and define r(o) (for CJ 2 0), 
+ 1; Y(a - s)t(s) ds. 
Then for c s t, r(a) = x*(a), and for CJ > t 
$ r(a) = L(r,). 
Hence, the variation of constants formula implies 
r(a)= Y(o-t)x*(t)+{,’ rdD{[: Y(o-a)g(p-a)da)l*(fl): (T 2 t. 
Thus we obtain 
z(t):a+ Y(o-t)x*(t)+/‘prdp{[u Y(o-a)q(fl-a)da)x*(/?) 
, 
+l” Y(o-s)[BE(t-r’, t)u*](s)ds. 
t 
(4.5) 
Now let V( .) be defined as in H2 and introduce K( .) E 
L,((-oo,O)R""")nL,((-oo,O),R""") 
K(-s)= V*(s)Q+~sW*(a)V*(s-a)Qdo, _ s 2 0. (4.6) 
0 
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Note that K(t--s) defines the kernel of the mapping (I+ IV*) T*Q. Thus 
Proposition 2.5 and (4.5) imply 
u*(t)= -y K(t-s)Y(s-t)x*(t)ds 
I 
p(l--s)~‘ Y(s-.){jf dr#-a)x*(B,}dads 
I f l-P 
- jm K(t-s) js Y(s-a)[BE(t-r’, t)u*](a)da ds. 
f { f I 
(We have used the unsymmetric Fubini theorem of Cameron and Martin 
to obtain the second integral [S].) Now define 
P(t)=[om K(t-s)Y(s)ds. (4.7) 
Then P(.)~&((-co, CO),R”‘~“)~L~((-CO, CO),P~~)~C,((-~ OO), 
Rmx”), and 
u*(r)=P(0)n*(t)-Jrfr 
, 
- s m P(t-a)[BE(t-r’, t)u*](x)da. I 
Taking transforms in (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain (recalling H2) 
&I) = [Z+ e*(U)] b*(d) A -‘*(A) QA -l(U). 
Thus, since IP( .)I E L,( - co, co) 
P(l)=&f: [Z+ l@*(d)] B*(i;l)d~‘*(i~)Qd-‘(i~)e”‘d~. 
00 
It remains to show that 
~mP(t-a)[BE(~-r’,t)u*](a)dcc=~r $(t-a)u*(a)dcr, (4.8) 
I r--r, 
where $ = P-i%3 Let Z denote the map defined by the left side of (4.8), and 
’ In specific cases (e.g.. the example we considered earlier where B is defined by a 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform) this representation is straightforward to obtain. In the present 
situation some argument is required. 
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for each SE [0, co) let c”= P”CP” (recall that Pk t -+x[O, s](t)u(t)). 
Define zs = P”pBP”, where P E B(X, U) is the anticausal map 
ib:t+ cc .c. P(t - a)x(a) da. 
We claim that C” = [z”] + . To see this, first note that since 
P(.)E&((-CO, 03),RrnX”), tS<lS, where 1” denotes Lebesgue measure 
on [0, s]. Thus [?I+ is defined, and in fact [ 171 tS = F(P”P) BG,+ ,
where B: L,((O, co), U) + &((O, cc), X), &: t + Bz(t), and G+ : U -+ 5 
uto, a), n 
G,fu: t-r 
P’u tss 
o 
t > s. 
Proposition 2.5 now implies 
F( P’p) BG,f u: t + 
s? P(t-a)[BP’u](a) tss 
0 t > s. 
Thus, z11= [t”] + . Now let rj be defined via I,& = PB. Then 
and 
As s is arbitrary the proof will be complete once it is verified that the 
support of @ (restricted to (0, co)) is in [0, r’]. Suppose to the contrary. 
Then we can fix to > r’ and find u0 E U such that 
to - r’, to)uo(a) da > 6 > 0. (4.9) 
Standard arguments how that the mappings 
t--t d$(t-a)uo(a)da, I 
t+{% P(t-a)BP’u,(a)da 
, 
are continuous. But 
jx P(t - a) BP’u,(a) da = js P(t - a) BE(t - r’, t) uo(a) da. 
, , 
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In particular this equality holds for t = t,. By continuity, 6 (in (4.9)) must 
be zero. Thus $ = 0 a.e. on [r’, co]. 1 
If the control delays are removed from the problem, the third integral in 
the control law is zero. If the state delays are also removed, then the second 
integral becomes zero. Thus in this case only the value P(0) is used to 
implement the feedback law. Note that in the absence of state delays, 
d -i(U) = (i2 - A) ~ ’ for some A E R” x n. Hence, the resulting represen- 
tation for P(0) here is identical to the representation in Corollary 3.2. 
However, once state delays are introduced the representations become very 
different (a new state must be introduced in Corollary 3.2 and the 
corresponding A operator becomes unbounded). 
Next we develop a functional Riccati formulation for the gain operator 
for the hereditary system 
i= 2 A,x(t-r,)+j’ A(@x(t+@de+Bu(t), (4.10) 
k=O -r 
where O=<r,s ... sr,,,sr, Ak~RnX”, A(.) is bounded and BeRnXm. 
Again we assume stability of the open loop system. Thus the analytic 
matrix function 
A(z) = zi- 1 AkePrkz- I ’ ezeA(0) de -r 
is invertible for Re(z) 2 0. 
Below we let ’ denote the matrix transpose operation. 
THEOREM 4.2. The functional Riccati equation 
A’(-)ZZ(z)+ZZ’(-z)A(z)+ZT(-z)BB’ZZ(z)-Q=O, ZEC, ZZ(Z)EC”~” 
(4.11) 
has a unique analytic solution ZZ such that 
(i) Z7 is exponentially bounded 
n(z) ~~~JlLiTc.xyf20 n(z) = no0 for some ZZooERnX” and 
(iii) Z+ BB’ZZ(z) A-‘(z) is invertible in Re(z) 2 0. 
The optimal control u* for (4.1)-(4.10) has the feedback representation 
u*(t) = -B’ZZ,x*(t) - B’ j’ ZZo,(t - cl)x*(cr) dcr, 
I-, 
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where no0 is the limit in (ii) above and 
ProofI Again we begin with the representation 
u* = -F(( + W*) T*Q)z(.) 
with T = YB, Y defined as in H2, and BE R” x “‘. The hypotheses of 
Proposition 3.6 are satisfied with respect to the operator Y*QY so that 
there exists unique causal ZE R, such that 
Z+Z*+Z*BB*Z= Y*QY (4.12) 
and (I+ BB*Z) is causally invertible. Multiplying in (4.12) by 
(I + BB*Z) ~ ’ and applying the projection p -. yields 
Z=F((Z+Z*BB*)p’ Y*Q)h( Y), (4.13) 
where h(Y) E B(X, &((O, co), I)); h( Y)x: t -+ P, YP’x. Then multiplying by 
B* and noting that B*(Z+ Z*BB*)-’ = (I+ W*)B*, it follows that 
B*Z= F((Z+ W*) T*Q)h( Y). 
Now note that P, YP’x is the solution to 
d(s)= 2 A,((s-rk)+jo A(O)#(s+O)d& s 2_ t 
k=O r 
with initial condition 
&)=s,: Y(s-o)x(a)da, t-rgsst. 
The variation of constants formula implies 
h(Y)x:t-+ Y(a-t)[Yx](t)+ f 1’ Y(o - a - rk) Ak[ Yx](a) da 
k=O l- ‘k 
409:134’2-4 
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Thus if we define the map y: X+ &((O, co), X) by 
yx: t + Y(a- t)x(t)+ f j’ Y(u - a - rk) x4,x(a) da 
k=,, f-rk 
a+? 
+ Y(o - s)A(a -s) ds x(a) da, (4.15) 
we obtain h(Y) = g Y. Therefore 
B*Z=F((Z+ W*) T*Q) yY. 
Next let K( .) denote the kernel of the operator (I+ W*) T*Q (cf. (4.6)). 
Then 
CF(U+ W*) T*Q) yxl(f) 
= I m K(t -dCyxl(W ds f 
= jm K(t-s)Y(s-t)x(t)ds+ ja K(t-s) 
I I 
Y(s-a-r,)A,x(a)da 
+,,“W~)[i’,{j~+~ Y(s- a)A(a - u) da 
Theorem 4.1 applied to the control problem with dynamics (4.10) yields the 
representation for the optimal control 
u*(t)= -P(O)x*(t)- f ~f+rkP(r-a)A,x*(a-r,)da 
k=O ’ 
where x* denotes the optimal trajectory and 
P(t)=jm K(t-s)Y(s)ds. 
0 
After a little rearrangement we obtain 
u* = - F((Z+ W*) T*Q) yx*. 
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So now we can write B*Z = KY, where K E B(X, U) is defined 
[Kx](t) = P(O)x(t) + : j' P(t-a-r,)A,x(a)da 
k=rJ 1-G 
tl’ [j”’ P(t-o)A(a-a)&~ x(a)da. 
,r f I 
Recalling that h( Y) = y Y, (4.13) implies that 
Z=F((Z+Z*BB*)-’ Y*Q) z/Y=Z7Y, 
where n=F((Z+Z*BB*)-’ Y*Q) g. We can return to the proof of 
Proposition 3.6 and verify from the construction of Z that 
(I+ Z*BB*)-’ -I is an integral operator with L,(( - co, co), Fx”) 
difference kernel. Then using the representation of y in (4.15) and 
Proposition 2.5 we find that 
ZIx:t+Z7,x(t)+ j’ I7,,(t-a)x(a)da 
r-r 
for some IJo0 E R” x ’ and Z7,,( .)EL*((O, Y), Rnx”). And since B*I7= K, we 
have the representation 
u*(t) = - B’Z7,x*(t) - j’ B’Z7,,(t - a)x*(a) da. 
I-r 
Now using the fact that Z = Z7Y, the factorization (4.12) can be written 
ZZY + Y*Z7* + Y*I7*BB*l7Y = Y*QY. 
Then taking transforms above and multiplying on the left by d*(M) and on 
the right by A(i1.) we obtain 
A*(i~)Z7(i~)+Z7*(i~)A(i,l)+ZZ*(i~) BB*Z7(il)-Q=O, 
where Z7(iL) = IZoo + l?,,(U). The equation above can also be written 
A’(-z)l7(~)+l7’(-z)A(z)+17’(-z)BB’l7(z)-Q=O, z = i2, I E R. 
Now since A and Il are both analytic (since J7,, has compact support) the 
equality above extends to the entire complex plane. 
To show uniqueness, suppose Tl is another solution of (4.11). Then (i) 
and (ii) together with the Paley-Wiener theorem imply the existence of a 
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function II,, E &((O, co), C”x”) with compact support and a matrix 
IIoo E C” x n such that 
n(z) = z700 + I?,,(z). 
Thus the operator II E B(X) defined 
I-Ix: t + ZZ,x(t) + jr Z7,,(t-a)x(a) dcr 
0 
satisfies 
I-Iy+ Y*II*BB*rIY= Y*QY. 
It is readily verified that IIY E R,. Now (iii) implies that Z+BB*IIY is 
causally invertible. From the uniqueness assertion of Proposition 3.6 it 
follows that IIY = ZZY. Then using the invertibility of d(z) in Re(z) 2 0 we 
obtain II = l7. 1 
It is easy to verify that (4.11) is indeed the generalization of the algebraic 
Riccati equation for finite dimensional systems to systems with delay. We 
note that functional Riccati equations have also appeared in [19] in 
connection with frequency shaped control design. 
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